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Ninety years after its initial publication, HalleyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bible Handbook remains a bestseller in its

various editions, with millions of copies sold worldwide. This world-renowned Bible handbook has

been consistently updated and revised to accurately provide even greater clarity, insight, and

usefulness.HalleyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bible Handbook makes the BibleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s wisdom and message

accessible to everyone. Whether youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve read the Bible many times or never before, you

will find insights that give you a firm grasp of GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Word and an appreciation for the

cultural, religious, and geographic settings in which the story of the Bible unfolds. Written for both

mind and heart, this 25th edition retains Dr. Halley's highly personal style. It features:Maps,

photographs, and illustrations Contemporary design Practical Bible reading programs Helpful tips for

Bible study Fascinating archaeological information Easy-to-understand sections on how we got the

Bible and on church history Improved indexes
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Clear . . . Simple . . . Easy to read -- This world-renowned Bible handbook is updated and revised to

provide even greater clarity, insight, and usefulness. Now with NIV text! Do you need help

understanding the Bible? Halley's Bible Handbook with the New International Version makes the

Bible's wisdom and message accessible to you. Whether you've never read the Bible before or

have read it many times, you'll find insights here that can give you a firm grasp of God's Word.

You'll develop an appreciation for the cultural, religious, and geographic settings in which the story

of the Bible unfolds. You'll see how its different themes fit together in a remarkable way. And you'll



see the heart of God and the person of Jesus Christ revealed from Genesis to Revelation. Written

for both mind and heart, this completely revised, updated, and expanded 25th edition of Halley's

Bible Handbook retains Dr. Halley's highly personal style. It features: - All-new maps, photographs,

and illustrations - Contemporary design - Bible references in easy-to-read, best-selling New

International Version (NIV) Practical Bible reading programs - Helpful tips for Bible study -

Fascinating archaeological information - Easy-to-understand sections on how we got the Bible and

on church history - Improved indexes

Dr. Henry H. Halley was a well-respected author, minister, and Bible lecturer, dedicating his life to

spreading his passion for Bible study and memorization. The original "Halley's Bible Handbook"

grew from small pamphlets about the Bible that he gave away to encourage churches and

individuals in Bible study.

I found my 1957 version of Halley's Bible Handbook but noticed that so much had transpired since

then that in places, it was so out-of-date. Only thing I don't like is that it is sooo big and it is a bit

cumbersome to hold and read for this old lady. But it is certainly more updated in their analysis.

I have an old Halleys, small, concise and I thought it was just wonderful. I didn't know there was a

newer one until I broused . When I saw it I couldn't wait to buy it. I was amazed at the content and

the up to date archeological information this new addition contains. It has made Bible study so much

more real, alive, pertinent and in the now.. I cannot read my bible or study a passage without finding

the sideline story in Halleysa living picture of the times, places and people.

I have an older edition of Halley's Bible Handbook and it doesn't compare to this. I love the maps

and all of the color in this handbook. It is much better than the older version I have used for a

number of years. The commentary is very easy to understand and helps me to understand

passages in the Bible I have questions about. I highly recommend this book as a great addition to

anyone's Bible materials. It is a great book to be used with what is already the best book ever

written THE HOLY BIBLE.

From the description, I really could not tell how this was different from the "classic" edition of the

book. It seemed the content was the same, but this had "color" illustrations. I was not sure what that

would look like. The "classic" version that I already have has fairly crude drawings of maps, and



some of the black and white photos were printed with such high contrast, that it was hard to make

out the details of the images. This deluxe edition is really much better than the classic version. The

paper is much more substantial and the photos are mostly new, and the color and exposure are

really quite good. The maps have been updated, and a lot of the photos have been replaced with

updated versions. Although it is hard to tell from the photo, this book is about an inch larger in the

long axis and about 3/4" longer from side to side. It is also thicker, most likely from the better paper.

I have only glanced through to text, and it seems to be mostly about the same (which is fine - this

was always a very good reference book). The price difference between the "classic" and the

"deluxe" is not prohibitive, and so I would recommend the deluxe version for anyone considering

this book. I bought this as a gift, and in the future, would probably only buy the deluxe version.

Illustrated extremely well. Size is much larger than earlier editions.A lot of small details make for

huge results such as the texture of pages. The larger size and heavier pages make the book lay

open while you read while the earlier editions would not.The photos are just simply amazing beyond

words. This book is a must have for every single human being. You will not be disappointed.

Better than the older version by far. Might take a little getting use to if you've read the older one, but

has much more information. I would recommend this book to anyone wanting a better

understanding of Bible times.

I had an earlier paperback edition from the 70's. This edition is updated and has new pictures and

other additions. It is a great upgrade from my old one and should see a lot of use through the years.

For Bible study quick reference this is excellent. For a first Bible handbook is excellent if you are just

now starting to get deeper in your Bible reading. Also great for experienced studiers. I use many

others, but this seems to be my go to handbook. I keep having to order this one, because people

borrow it and I never see it again, so this is my 5th one.
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